Abstract. An efficient algorithm for calculating ratios rv(x) = I,+,(x)/IAx), v â 0, x ä 0, is presented. This algorithm in conjunction with the recursion relation for rAx) gives an alternative to other recursive methods for I Ax) when approximations for low-order Bessel functions are available. Sharp bounds on r,(x) and IAx) are also established in addition to some monotonicity properties of ry(x) and r,'(x).
Introduction.
Olver's uniform asymptotic expansion ( [1] , [11] , [12] Other approaches ( [6] , [7] , [10] ) use backward recursion on (1) directly or indirectly in the form /^s . _ _\_ ly+ljX) (2) r,-, = .
-, r, = 2v/j: + r, IAx) to generate approximations for the ratios is commonly used (Miller algorithm). However, each product in the denominator of (4) is monotone increasing in x. In the evaluation of (4), the number of terms of the series must therefore increase with increasing x to satisfy a given error criterion. In contrast, Olver's expansion in reciprocal powers through v~9 can be used for v > 20 for relative errors [11] on the order of 10"12 or better.
The main result of this paper is an algorithm for rapid evaluation of ratios rAx). This result for the index v -1, in conjunction with (2) and (3) for indices v -2 to a = v - [v] , provides another way of calculating IAx) Bessel functions when Chebyshev expansions or rapid approximations for low-order Bessel functions 7a(x) are available. One cannot proceed with increasing indices because (1) and (2) are numerically unstable with forward recursion.
Sequences are generated by means of Ia+k+l = ra+kIa+k, k = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • , N -1, after the ratios r, +k have been calculated. On the other hand, if ene computes I, from Olver's expansicn, then /v+1 = rjv, and (1) can be applied in a backward fashion for the sequence Ia+k or some lower-order Bessel function. Olver's expansion is also convenient from a programming point of view because the leading term can be tested for both over and underflow. Scaling by exp (-x) can be incorporated easily by altering only the leading coefficient,
From the point of view of speed, however, a proper implementation might also include the power series for IAx) when {x/2)2 < v + 1 (17 terms give relative errors better than 10"l3).
Asymptotically correct bounds, which approximate rAx) to maximum errors on the order of 1% for v ^ 2, are also derived. Corresponding bounds on IAx) become available through (3) . [3] has applications in which direct ratios are needed. The development and convergence proof of the algorithm parallels that of [2] for the iterated coerror function.
Simple Bounds. We start with Bessel's equation Integration by parts on the right followed by a division with x2v"2(x) produces
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use In order to make effective use of these relations, we derive some simple inequalities. We start with (5) and form which produces
This shows that Applying (10) and (13) to this relation, we get
This shows that rj must be positive, and (12) Further improvement helps, but the expressions become more complicated. These
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use bounds together with (2) can be used numerically to generate pairs of bounds by backward recursion. The continued fraction developed from (2) leads to bounds which are rational function approximations to rAx). The upper bound in (16) is clearly an improvement over the upper bound of (9) of the previous section. Because the lower bounds in (9) and (16) were obtained in the same manner, one also expects the lower bound of (16) to be sharper than the lower bound of (9) . However, the upper bound of (16) is only an improvement on the upper bound of (11) when iv + 1)(> + 3) < x2/A.
If we apply (15) to (12), replacing r, by xr/, we get an improved bound on r/{x)t 1 rAx)
A result, which is analogous to one of the main results of [2] ,
follows from the definition of r, and (10).
Bounds on I,ix). The result is for an approximate relative error «. That is, d,N would be r," if /•"+1Ar_1 were exact. In cases where r,N and r^,"'1 increase monotonically as N -* oo, d,N is an upper bound on r" r,N is a lower bound, and e is a rigorous relative error. The convergence for v < 10 with values of x in the range 1-20 was slow but for v ^ 10, N was 4 or less for at least 8 significant digits. It is therefore recommended that for v < 10 the index be increased by an integer K so that v + K ^ 10, and r"+K be generated. (2) can then be used to get values for indices less than 10.
To calculate IAx), we generate r,-,{x), recur backward with (2) and evaluate ( The asymptotic expansion for I Ax) suffices for corresponding accuracy for -1 á v á 1 and x > 8. Olver's expansion as described in the Introduction can also be used to generate IAx).
With more recent machines, the computation of a square root is on the order of three divide times. Each iteration of (20b) therefore results in only a few microseconds. where >>* = (? ± fc + l)2 and uk = v + k + I. The plus sign is used for ry+k° along the first row of Fig. 1 , while the minus sign is used during the backward sweep along the diagonal of Fig. 1 .
For the numerical experiments, the algorithm was compared with backward recursion utilizing (2). For example, ^"(100) was calculated from (2) with r10+J;(100) = 0, r,o+k{l00) = upper bound of (16), and r10+;c(I00) = lower bound of (16). For a relative error « = 5 X 10~9, k had to be at least 36, 28 and 26 respectively. The algorithm met the error requirement at N = 6 (6 applications of (20a) and 15 applications of (20b)) producing 10 significant digits. The corresponding computation for /-10(500) produced the numbers k = 90, 62, 62 and N = A respectively. Other experiments repeated this trend where the differences between the two methods became increasingly apparent as x exceeded 2v. The experiments also showed the methods to be comparable in terms of the number of equivalent multiplications or divisions when x was small compared with v. The backward recursive approach was superior for intermediate values of x and 10 = v = 70. However, the algorithm performed uniformly better for v > 70, giving N ^ A when e = 5 X 10~9. The comparisons above utilized the optimal value of k for a given (e, x) pair. In practice, an algorithm constructed from (2) may not perform as well since the optimal value of k in r,+Ax) is not known a priori without a parameter study. The algorithm, while terminated in a nonrigorous fashion, always produced the accuracy requested. Rigorous termination is possible by utilizing the upper and lower bounds constructed in Theorem 2 below.
Convergence of the Algorithm. We first show in Theorem 1 that an algorithm formed from (20b) with rr+k° given by the lower bound of (11) converges as N -> oe. Theorem 2, which contains the corresponding results for (20a) and (20b), follows because the initial approximation rv+k° is sharper than that of Theorem 1. Continuing in this way, we compute inductively a sequence Dt" which is bounded and monotone decreasing, and a sequence Ckm which is bounded and monotone increasing with ry+k and ry+km between these bounds. Each sequence therefore has a Each of these leads to the continued fraction for ry+k which can be developed similarly by repeated application of (2) . Therefore, Dk = Ck = ry+k and ry+k™ converges to ry+k. Theorem 2. Ifx ^ 0 and v ^ 0 the sequences ry+km generated by (20a) anri (20b) converge to ry+k as m-> oe far each k ^ 0.
Again we observe that ry+k{0) = r"+i°(0) = 0 and consider x > 0. In the proof of this theorem, we construct bounds Ckn and Dkm in a fashion analogous to those of Theorem 1 and compare these bounds with those of Theorem 1. We first note that Ck° = r"+t° of (20a) is a better approximation to ry+k than Ck° of Theorem 1. That is, ry+k > Ck° > Ck° for x > 0. We also have from (2) Because the initial approximation to ry+k is sharper in Theorem 2 than that of Theorem 1, one expects fewer iterations for a given accuracy. Numerical experiments show this to be the case.
Notice that the proof of Theorem 2 implies that an algorithm based on (20b) and started with any lower bound which is an improvement over (11) (e.g., (16)) converges to ry+k. Hence Theorem 3. Ifry+k ^ ry+k° ^ x/iv + k + I + Hv + k + l)2 + x2)1/2), x ^ 0 and v è 0, then the sequences generated by (20b) converge to ry+k as m -> oe far each
